
 

 

Stryker Puts Sold Seeing Bottom Holding 

Ticker/Price: SYK ($176.4) 

 

Analysis: 

Stryker (SYK) with 1200 January $145 puts sold to open in three lots on 4/8 at $13.10, $13.30, and $13.83 showing a 
willingness to be long stock at a cost-basis near its March lows. SYK also with 500 May $185 calls bought to open and 
otherwise fairly light positioning in open interest. SYK hit a low in March at a 50% retracement of its 2013-2020 range 
and has since rebounded strongly, though potential resistance from 2018 in play here while the 200 day MA is up at 
$204.50. The $66.8B med-tech leader trades 18.5X Earnings, 4.5X Sales and yields a 1.3% dividend. SYK has adjusted 
EBITDA margins that have been steady near 28% and a healthy balance sheet with a 2.6 current ratio with Debt to 
EBITDA at 2.5X. SYK shares sold off as elective procedures are being pushed out due to COVID-19 and its focus on 
knees, hips and spine having plenty of exposure. SYK has been making major investments the last few years into growth 
areas like robotics, imaging, and 3-D printing. SYK did a $4B deal for Wright Medical that positioned it for more 
exposure with extremities. Analysts have an average target of $217.50 on shares with short interest low at 1.6% of the 
float though rising 57% Q/Q. Goldman cut shares to Sell last week with a $150 target citing strong headwinds to 
procedures, one of the most exposed compared to peers. CSFB lowered its target to $162 from $247 on 3/25 though sees 
procedures and capital spend returning at some point. Citi started shares at Buy on 3/4 with a $235 target as a top tier 
growth company that transformed through acquisitions and deserves a premium multiple to its peer group. Hedge Fund 
ownership fell 2% in Q4 filings, Fundsmith with a large concentrated position added more shares.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: SYK is a high quality name though worry too much about results over the next few quarters to 

take a bullish upside view, and prefer utilizing put sales or bull put spreads. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


